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stream in another, distractor modality. Yet, it remains to be examined whether non-motion
intra- and crossmodal perceptual grouping can affect apparent motion in a given target
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modality. To address this question, we employed Ternus apparent-motion displays, which

Intramodal

consist of three horizontal aligned visual (or tactile) stimuli that can alternately be seen as

Crossmodal

either ‘element motion’ or ‘group motion’. We manipulated intra- and crossmodal grouping

Visual

by cueing the middle stimulus with different cue-target onset asynchronies (CTOAs). In

Tactile

unimodal conditions, we found Ternus apparent motion to be readily biased towards

Apparent motion

‘element motion’ by precues with short or intermediate CTOAs in the visual modality and by
precues with short CTOAs in the tactile modality. By contrast, crossmodal precues with
short or intermediate CTOAs had no influence on Ternus apparent motion. However,
crossmodal synchronous tactile cues led to dominant ‘group motion’ percepts. And for
unimodal visual apparent motion, precues with long CTOAs shifted apparent motion
towards ‘group motion’ in general. The results suggest that intra- and crossmodal
interactions on visual and tactile apparent motion take place in different temporal
ranges, but both are subject to attentional modulations at long CTOAs.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1.

Introduction

Investigating crossmodal interactions is essential for a
comprehensive understanding of the perceptual system
(Welch and Warren, 1986). A number of studies on crossmodal
interaction have shown asymmetrical influences on the
(perceived) direction of apparent motion between different
modalities (Craig, 2006; Occelli et al., 2009; Sanabria et al.,
2007a, 2004; Soto-Faraco et al., 2002; Strybel and Vatakis, 2004).
In a typical paradigm for investigating crossmodal capture of

apparent motion (e.g., Soto-Faraco et al., 2002), a pair of stimuli
in one modality is presented synchronously or asynchronously with another pair of collocated stimuli in a second modality;
that is, one to give rise to an apparent-motion stream is
induced in one modality and another in another modality,
with either congruent or incongruent directions of motion.
Observers are asked to judge the movement direction of the
stimuli in the target modality, while ignoring the one in the
distractor modality. Observers usually make highly accurate
direction judgments with congruent motion directions, but
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their performance is relatively poor with incongruent directions in the ‘synchronous’ condition. This phenomenon has
been termed ‘dynamic-capture effect’ (Soto-Faraco et al., 2002,
2004a,b). However, if the distractor stimuli are presented
asynchronously, the capture effects become weak or even
disappear, owing to a reduced crossmodal interaction of two
(temporally separated) motion streams (Soto-Faraco et al.,
2004a,b). Performance in the incongruent condition also
depends on which modality has been selected as (irrelevant)
distractor modality. For example, direction judgments of
auditory apparent motion have been shown to be reduced to
chance level by incongruent visual apparent motion, while the
direction of visual apparent motion is rather unaffected by
incongruent auditory apparent motion (Sanabria et al., 2007a,
2004; Soto-Faraco et al., 2002). Besides audio–visual interactions, asymmetric dynamic-capture effects have also been
observed between touch and vision, and touch and audition
(Craig, 2006; Lyons et al., 2006; Occelli et al., 2009).
Recently, dynamic-capture effects have been found to be
dependent on intramodal motion grouping (Sanabria et al., 2005,
2004; Lyons et al., 2006), stimulus intensity (Occelli et al., 2009),
as well as attention (Oruc et al., 2008). For example, Sanabria
et al. (2005, 2004) manipulated the strength of task-irrelevant
visual apparent motion (distractor modality) by increasing the
number of visual stimuli and extending their presentation from
before to after the presentation of auditory apparent motion
(target modality). They found dynamic capture to be significantly reduced when the visual stimuli were presented prior to
the combined audiovisual display, compared to when the
audiovisual display was presented first (Sanabria et al., 2005);
using a central visual alerting signal (the fixation point flashing
in the same rhythm as first two lights in the six-lights apparentmotion stream presented in their experiment), they were able to
rule out that this reduction reflected a temporal-warning effect.
Given this, Sanabria et al. concluded that strengthening
intramodal visual grouping would improve perceptual segregation of the auditory (target) from the visual (distractor) events.
However, rather than manipulating the number of intramodal
stimuli, Occelli et al. (2009) recently varied sound intensity to
examine its effect on crossmodal audiotactile dynamic capture;
they found more intense auditory distractors to induce a
stronger crossmodal capture effect compared to less intense
distractors. They argued that sounds of higher intensity may
attract attention, thus increasing their capability of capturing
the tactile apparent motion. It is worth noting that although
both studies manipulated the strength of intramodal (visual
and, respectively, auditory) grouping, the results are somewhat
discordant. The disparity is perhaps due to differences in how
attentional engagement (capture) operates in the various
modalities.
Previous studies of crossmodal attention have revealed that
stimulation in one modality can enhance perceptual sensitivity
for spatially congruent stimulus locations in another modality
(Eimer et al., 2002; Gray and Tan, 2002; Kennett et al., 2001;
Macaluso et al., 2000). For example, a concurrent tactile cue can
improve discriminability of visual stimuli at the same location
(Macaluso et al., 2000), and a sudden sound can improve the
detectability of a flash subsequently appearing at the same
location (McDonald et al., 2000). The role of attention in
crossmodal dynamic capture has been systematically investi-
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gated recently by Oruc et al. (2008). They modulated attention by
trial-wise precueing/postcueing or by blockwise cueing of the
target modality — that is, the target modality was specified
either before the presentation of a given trial display, after the
presentation, or before each trial block. The results revealed
divided attention (i.e., in the postcueing condition, where
participants had to attend to both modalities on each trial) to
greatly increase the asymmetric capture effect with audiotactile
apparent-motion streams; however, there was no effect on the
discrimination of visual apparent motion in visuotactile and
audiovisual motion streams. The results showed attention to
influence crossmodal dynamic-capture effects, but the attentional modulations were asymmetric among modalities.
The above-mentioned ‘crossmodal dynamic-capture’ studies have examined motion direction capture effects mainly by
using simultaneous presentation of apparent motion in both
the target and distractor modalities. One limitation of the
crossmodal dynamic-capture paradigm is that it is hard to rule
out response biases induced by motion in the distractor
modality as well as the influence of a static ‘ventriloquism’
effect (where the position of the stimulation in one modality is
captured by that of the stimulation in another modality)
(Sanabria et al., 2007b). In addition, participants in these
studies were only required to judge the motion direction of the
target stimuli. Thus, how the strength of the motion percept is
modulated was largely neglected (but see Occelli et al, 2009). In
contrast, several recent studies examining apparent motion
have shown that the motion percept in the target modality can
be modulated by spatially uninformative but temporally
irrelevant grouping stimuli in the distractor modality (henceforth, we refer to the latter stimuli as ‘non-motion’ distractors)
(Bruns and Getzmann, 2008; Getzmann, 2007; Shi et al., 2010).
For example, Getzmann and colleagues found that the
presentation of short sounds (at a fixed location) temporally
intervening between the visual stimuli facilitated the impression of continuous visual motion relative to the baseline
(visual stimuli without sounds), whereas sounds presented
before the first or after the second visual stimulus as well as
simultaneously presented sounds reduced the continuousmotion impression (Getzmann, 2007). Bruns and Getzmann
(2008) argued that crossmodal temporal grouping, which gives
rise to a temporal ventriloquism effect (Morein-Zamir et al.,
2003), is the main factor influencing the visual motion
impression.
However, despite the recent focus on the influence of
crossmodal interactions on apparent motion (Bruns and
Getzmann, 2008; Occelli et al., 2009; Sanabria et al., 2004), the
role of intramodal perceptual grouping is still not clear.
Moreover, it is currently not known how modulations of
non-motion perceptual grouping in the distractor modality
would influence the motion percept in the target modality.
Finally, the role of attention in crossmodal apparent motion is
not fully understood.
To examine the roles of non-motion perceptual grouping
and attention in crossmodal motion interaction, we adopted
the two-state Ternus apparent-motion paradigm in the
present study (Ternus, 1926). Ternus apparent motion arises
from a typical Ternus display (see Fig. 1) which consists of two
sequential visual frames, each presenting two horizontal dots
(with the same inter-dot distance in the two frames), where
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for crossmodal apparent motion may differ between vision
and touch.
To induce non-motion perceptual grouping, we introduced
rhythmic precues or synchronous cues from the stimulus in the
middle position of the Ternus display (Fig. 2). Rhythmic cues
extended the presentation rhythm of the (repeated) middle
stimuli to prior to the onset of the Ternus apparent-motion
display, which is analogous to the enhancement of apparent
motion in the distractor modality by increasing the number of
distractors prior to the onset of the target stimuli in previous
studies (Sanabria et al., 2005, 2004). However, the major
difference is that we only manipulated non-motion temporal
grouping, instead of both spatial and temporal grouping.
Synchronous cues, implemented by adding synchronous

Fig. 1 – Ternus apparent motion. (a) ‘Element motion’ percept:
as illustrated, the dot (‘b’) which occupies the same position
in two frames is perceived to remain in the same location,
while the ‘outer’ dots (‘a’ and ‘c’) are perceived to move from
one location to the other. (b) ‘Group motion’ percept: the two
dots are perceived to move together in the manner of a
coherent lateral displacement.

the two frames, when overlaid, share one common dot at the
center (the ‘middle’ dot). With different stimulus onset
asynchronies (SOAs), there are often two distinct percepts:
‘element motion’ and ‘group motion’. In element motion, the
outer dots are perceived as moving, while the center dot
appears to remain static or flashing; in group motion, the two
dots are perceived to move together as a group. Similar motion
percepts have been demonstrated recently in touch (Harrar
and Harris, 2007). It has been proposed that in Ternus
apparent motion, temporal and spatial grouping processes
are in competition (Kramer and Yantis, 1997). At short SOAs
between the two frames, temporal grouping (temporal proximity) prevails, that is, the stimulus in the ‘overlapping’
position of the first frame is likely to be grouped with the
stimulus appearing at the same location in the second frame,
leading to the percept of ‘element motion’. By contrast, at long
SOAs, temporal proximity weakens and spatial grouping
within a frame becomes more prominent, giving rise to a
dominant percept of ‘group motion’. In contrast to simple
direction judgments of apparent motion, such spatio-temporal grouping mechanism in Ternus apparent motion provides
a useful tool to examine intra- and crossmodal perceptual
grouping effects on crossmodal motion perception.
We chose vision and touch to investigate crossmodal
apparent motion in the present study chiefly for two reasons.
First, Ternus apparent motion has been demonstrated to be
similar in vision and touch (Harrar and Harris, 2007). Second,
vision and touch have different temporal properties. Vision
has a lower temporal resolution but a higher spatial resolution
than touch. Accordingly, the role of spatio-temporal grouping

Fig. 2 – Schematic illustration of experimental paradigm.
(a) Precue condition, in which the middle visual (or tactile)
stimulus was presented twice prior to the presentation of the
standard visual, or tactile, Ternus display consisting of two
apparent-motion (AM) frames. Cue-target onset asynchrony
(CTOA) was manipulated across experiments (see details in
the text). Open circles denote the stimuli from same sensory
modality in the intramodal grouping experiments, while they
represent stimuli from the other modality in the crossmodal
grouping experiments. (b) Synchronous-cue condition. The
middle stimuli (circles filled with tilted lines) consisted of
both visual and tactile stimuli. In the baseline condition, the
two precue frames were omitted and only the standard
Ternus display was presented (in either the visual or the
tactile modality).
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stimuli in the irrelevant modality to the middle position, could
enhance the multisensory salience of the middle stimuli, which
is similar to the auditory intensity modulation in Occelli et al.'s
(2009) study of audiotactile crossmodal dynamic capture. As
shown in most crossmodal dynamic-capture studies, increasing
the distractor and target asynchrony would eventually diminish
the crossmodal interaction due to clearly separated motion
streams (Soto-Faraco et al., 2004a,b). In order to systematically
investigate the crossmodal interaction by temporal grouping
and attention, we varied the onset asynchronies between the
distractor stimuli and the target Ternus display (henceforth, we
will refer to the distractor stimuli as ‘(pre-) cues’ and the
asynchrony as cue-target onset asynchrony, CTOA). If the
crossmodal interaction operates (only) within a short temporal
range, one would expect precues with long CTOAs not to
influence the perception of apparent motion. However, crossmodal cueing has also been shown to enhance perceptual
sensitivity (Eimer et al., 2002; Gray and Tan, 2002; Kennett et al.,
2001; Macaluso et al., 2000); thus, in the Ternus display, it may
improve the detection of stimuli within one frame and enhance
the spatial linkage (grouping) of these stimuli. On this logic, one
would expect modulations of apparent motion induced by
crossmodal precues even with long CTOAs. Furthermore,
crossmodal temporal grouping may be weaker than intramodal
temporal grouping (Gilbert, 1938) and it may operate via
different mechanisms. Thus, in the present study, we also
compared the effects of intra- with those of crossmodal
temporal grouping.
Specifically, in Experiments 1 and 2, we manipulated
intramodal temporal grouping of the middle stimuli within a
given (either the visual or the tactile) modality by presenting
the middle stimulus twice prior to the Ternus display. In
Experiment 1, the SOA between the two precues as well as the
CTOA were kept the same as the SOA between the Ternus
frames to maintain the same presentation rhythm, so as to
enhance the temporal grouping. Note that the CTOA (and thus
the SOA between the two precues and that between the two
Ternus display frames) varied randomly across trials. We refer
to this as rhythmic-cue condition. The sequence of stimuli and
their timing was essentially the same in Experiment 2, except
that the CTOA between the second precue and the first Turnus
frame was fixed and either short or long CTOAs (170 vs.
530 ms). Short and long CTOAs were compared in order to
examine the dynamic change of the cueing effect. Experiments 3 and 4 were designed to examine the crossmodal effects
of tactile precues and tactile synchronous cues on visual
apparent motion. The presentation rhythm in Experiment 3
was the same as that as in Experiment 1, and fixed short and
long CTOAs were compared in Experiment 4 (similar to
Experiment 2). Experiments 5 and 6 were analogous to
Experiments 3 and 4, however with the cue and target
modalities switched.

2.

Results

The percentages of ‘group motion’ responses were calculated
for each condition individually for each observer; then the
psychometric curves were fitted using a logistic function
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(Treutwein and Strasburger, 1999). Fig. 3 illustrates typical
results and psychometric estimates for one observer, namely,
for the rhythmic-cue and baseline conditions in the visual
Ternus apparent-motion task with intramodal cues (Experiment 1). Subsequently, for each observer, the SOA at which he/
she was equally likely to report the two different motion
percepts was calculated by estimating the point of subjective
equality (PSE) from the psychometric curve. We refer to this
point as the transition threshold. In addition, the just noticeable
difference (JND) between the two motion percepts was
obtained from the psychometric curve by estimating the
SOA difference between 50% and 75% of ‘group motion’
responses. The mean PSEs and JNDs (as well as their
associated standard errors) for all experiments are presented
in Table 1 as a function of the cueing condition.

2.1.

Experiments 1 and 2: Intramodal precues

Two experiments investigated apparent motion with the
Ternus frames preceded by intramodal (pre-) cues. In Experiment 1, a rhythmic precue condition was compared with a
baseline condition (without precue). In Experiment 2, two
precue conditions with fixed CTOA were introduced along
with a baseline condition. Since visual and tactile apparent
motion were tested in separate sessions, below we report the
analysis of variance (ANOVA) and paired t-test results
separately for each modality and experiment.

2.1.1.

Visual apparent motion

Compared to the baseline condition, a paired t-test revealed the
PSE to be significantly higher in the rhythmic precue condition,
t(12)= 3.4, p < 0.05. With fixed CTOAs between precue and Ternus
display (Experiment 2) a repeated-measures ANOVA revealed

Fig. 3 – Pyschometric curves for a typical observer in the
session of visual Ternus apparent-motion intramodal. The
solid curve (stars) represents the proportion of ‘group motion’
responses as a function of the SOA between the two Ternus
fames in the baseline condition, while dashed curve (with
circles) represents group motion responses in the rhythmic
precue condition. Horizontal dashed line denotes the
transition thresholds at 50%.
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Table 1 – PSEs and JNDs, and associated standard errors, (in ms) for all experiments as a function of CTOA, cue type, and
target modality (AM = apparent motion).
Baseline

Intramodal visual AM
Intramodal tactile AM
Tactile cue, visual AM
Visual cue, tactile AM

PSE
JND
PSE
JND
PSE
JND
PSE
JND

163.6 ± 5.1
23.1 ± 1.8
164.5 ± 10.5
28.9 ± 4.5
176.2 ± 8.5
28.1 ± 3.5
152.7 ± 6.1
25.4 ± 2.2

Rhythmic
precue
190.6 ± 7.6
32 ± 5.2
154.5 ± 9.7
22.1 ± 3.6
166.9 ± 6.3
19.2 ± 2.1
150.5 ± 7.0
23.2 ± 2.7

the effect of CTOA to be significant, F(2,24) = 34.9, p < 0.001,
η2 = 0.744. Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons against
the baseline showed the PSE to be significantly higher in the
short-CTOA condition, p < 0.001, and marginally higher in the
long-CTOA condition, p = 0.062. These results indicate that
precueing (i.e., flashing) the middle LED prior to the Ternus
display biased the visual apparent motion percept towards
‘element motion’ (Fig. 4a).

Synchronous
cue

154.7 ± 7.8
19.0 ± 1.9
146.1 ± 5.2
23.1 ± 2.3

Baseline

157.0 ± 7.2
25.7 ± 2.7
169.3 ± 9.7
27.7 ± 3.4
163.8 ± 7.5
27.9 ± 3.4
154.4 ± 6.7
23.3 ± 3.2

Precue with fixed CTOA
170 ms

530 ms

214.4 ± 6.9
45.9 ± 4.2
227.3 ± 14.2
45.9 ± 6.9
166.5 ± 7.8
25.6 ± 2.2
154.1 ± 6.9
22.7 ± 2.4

170.2 ± 6.9
31.4 ± 3.4
138.7 ± 5.9
23.4 ± 2.8
152.5 ± 6.4
20.7 ± 1.8
144.7 ± 7.1
19.2 ± 2.9

Further analyses showed that the JNDs were not different
between the rhythmic precue and baseline conditions,
t(12) = 1.9, p = 0.08. However, presenting the precue with fixed
CTOAs yielded a significant effect, F(2,24) = 26.8, p < 0.001,
η2 = 0.69: the JND in the short-CTOA condition compared to
both the long CTOA and the baseline condition (p < 0.01), while
there was no difference between the latter (p = 0.154). This
means that a precue with fixed short CTOA (170 ms) decreased

Fig. 4 – Transition thresholds (PSEs) for different cueing configurations: (a) intramodal visual apparent motion, (b) intramodal
tactile apparent motion, (c) crossmodal visual apparent motion, and (d) crossmodal tactile apparent motion. In each figure, data
presented to the left and, respectively, the right of the vertical line stem from separate experiments.
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the sensitivity for distinguishing between the two visual
motion percepts.

2.1.2.

Tactile apparent motion

In contrast to visual apparent motion, for tactile apparent
motion, there was no significant difference in the PSEs
between the rhythmic precue and baseline conditions [paired
t-test: t(12) = −0.68, p = 0.51]. However, in Experiment 2, the
short and long CTOAs had a differential influence on tactile
apparent motion [repeated-measures ANOVA: F(2,24) = 38.6,
p < 0.001, η2 = 0.76]: the PSE was higher compared to the
baseline with short CTOAs, and lower with long CTOAs
(Bonferroni-corrected comparisons, all p's < 0.01). That is,
with short CTOAs, the precue shifted tactile apparent motion
towards ‘element motion’, and with long CTOAs towards
‘group motion’; by contrast, the rhythmic precues (with SOAs
ranging between 80 and 260 ms) fell in-between the short and
long CTOAs, failing to show a CTOA influence (Fig. 4b).
Analyses on JNDs showed that the CTOA (configuration)
between the precue and Ternus display influenced the JNDs
greatly. Rhythmic cues reduced the JND relative to the
baseline condition (indicative of an increase in sensitivity),
t(12) = 2.78, p < 0.05, while precues with short CTOAs induced a
larger JND (decrease in sensitivity) compared to the baseline
and precues with long CTOAs, F(2,24) = 13.5, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.53,
pairwise comparisons p's < 0.01.

2.2.
Experiments 3 and 4: Effects of tactile (pre-) cues on
visual apparent motion
Experiment 3 was designed to examine the effects of rhythmic
tactile precues and synchronous tactile cues on visual
apparent motion. A repeated-measures ANOVA of the PSEs
revealed a significant influence of the type of cue [F(2,24) = 5.78,
p < 0.001, η2 = 0.325]. Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons showed that the PSE was significantly lower in the
synchronous cue relative to the baseline condition, p < 0.05,
while there was no difference between rhythmic cues and the
baseline, p = 0.132, or between rhythmic and synchronous
(pre-) cues, p = 0.310. These results indicate that synchronously
presented ‘middle’ taps bias the visual apparent-motion
percept towards ‘group motion’. With fixed CTOAs (Experiment 4), CTOA was also revealed to have a significant
influence on the transition threshold for visual apparent
motion [F(2,24) = 9.75, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.448]. The PSE was significantly lower in the long-CTOA (530 ms) condition relative to

both the baseline, p < 0.05, and the short-CTOA (170 ms)
condition, p < 0.05; there was no difference between the two
latter conditions, p = 1.0. That is, with the long CTOA, the
tactile precue biased the visual apparent-motion percept
towards ‘group motion’ (Fig. 4c).
The analyses of the JNDs showed that both rhythmic and
synchronous tactile (pre-) cues enhanced the sensitivity for
visual apparent motion [Experiment 3, repeated-measures
ANOVA: F(2,24) = 9.4, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.439]. With both types of cue,
the JNDs were reduced compared to the baseline condition
[Bonferroni-corrected comparisons: rhythmic precue vs. baseline, p < 0.01; synchronous cue vs. baseline, p < 0.05]. A similar
crossmodal enhancement of sensitivity was also observed in
the tactile precue condition with the (fixed) long CTOA
[Experiment 4: F(2,24) = 8.7, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.42; CTOA530 vs.
baseline, p < 0.05; CTOA530 vs. CTOA170, p < 0.05], though not
with the (fixed) short CTOA [CTOA170 vs. baseline, p = 0.787].

2.3.
Experiments 5 and 6: Effects of visual (pre-) cues on
tactile apparent motion
The same analyses as in previous section were performed to
examine the effects visual (pre-) cues on tactile apparent
motion. The visual rhythmic and synchronous (pre-) cues
(Experiment 5) did not significantly influence the transition
threshold (PSEs) for tactile apparent motion, F(2,24) = 1.500,
p = 0.243, η2 = 0.111, nor did it influence the sensitivity (JND) of
discriminating between the two alternative motion percepts,
F(2,24) = 1.12, p = 0.34, η2 = 0.085. However, with fixed CTOAs
(Experiment 6), the precues had impact on the transition
thresholds of tactile apparent motion, F(2,24) = 9.67, p < 0.01,
η2 = 0.446. Further comparisons showed that this effect was
mainly due to the long-CTOA (530 ms) condition, which biased
towards ‘group motion’ percept [CTOA530 vs. baseline, p < 0.01,
CTOA530 vs. CTOA 170, p < 0.01]. However, similar to the
rhythmic and synchronous (pre-) cue conditions in Experiment 5, the judgment sensitivity (JNDs) was not reliable
modulated, F(2,24) = 3.11, p = 0.063, η2 = 0.206.

3.

Discussion

The major findings of the present study are summarized in
Table 2.
With non-motion intramodal precueing of the middle
position, differential effects were observed between visual

Table 2 – Dominant Ternus apparent-motion (AM) percept (element motion vs. group motion) as a function of cue type
(intramodal vs. crossmodal) and cue-target onset asynchrony (CTOA), separately for visual and auditory AM (+/− signs
indicate changes of sensitivity compared to the baseline; n.s. = not significant).
Cue types
Intramodal cueing

Crossmodal cueing

CTOA (ms)
Short
Rhythmic
Long
Synchronous
Short
Rhythmic
Long

Visual AM
170
80–260
530
170
80–260
530

Element M.
Element M.
n.s.
Group M.
n.s.
n.s.
Group M.

Tactile AM
(−)

(+)
(+)
(+)

Element M.
n.s.
Group M.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
Group M.

(−)
(+)
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and tactile Ternus apparent motion. Cueing the middle flash
at a fixed short CTOA or in rhythmic fashion shifted the visual
Ternus apparent motion towards ‘element motion’. In contrast, an opponent-type pattern was found for tactile precues
between short and long CTOAs: precueing the middle tap at
short CTOAs shifted tactile apparent motion towards ‘element
motion’, while precueing at long CTOAs shifted apparent
motion towards ‘group motion’; rhythmic precueing (with
intermediate CTOAs) did not affect the tactile apparentmotion percept. The visual modality is known to have lower
temporal resolution than the tactile modality. For example,
the highest flicker fusion rate is approximately 60 Hz in
peripheral vision (Hartmann et al., 1979), which is substantially lower than the vibrotactile upper limit of 1000 Hz
(Verrillo et al., 1969). When visual stimuli are presented in
rapid succession at the same location, temporal proximity
promotes visual stimuli (at the same location) to group across
frames. Accordingly, in the intramodal visual precue conditions, precues with short and intermediate CTOAs may have
helped the middle stimuli in the Ternus frames to be
temporally grouped, as a result of which the two flanker
elements (i.e., dots ‘a’ and ‘c’ in Fig. 1) became more likely to be
linked, forming the percept of ‘element motion’. Indeed,
similar results have been reported by He and Ooi (1999).
They also observed a dominant ‘element motion’ percept
using rhythmic cueing in a four-element Ternus display,
which they attributed to a perceptual bias in the apparentmotion percept owing to visual persistence. By contrast, the
tactile modality has a higher temporal resolution, limiting
grouping by the temporal proximity. Accordingly, an influence
of temporal grouping was observed only with short CTOAs.
Interestingly, rhythmic precueing did not promote temporal
grouping of the middle stimuli, which means that temporal
grouping is governed mainly by temporal proximity. In the
precue condition with the long CTOA (530 ms), apparentmotion perception may have been modulated by a ‘classical’
attention effect. We will consider this later in detail along with
the results in the crossmodal long-CTOA precue conditions.
For the crossmodal synchronous cue, counter-intuitively,
(non-motion) synchronous tactile cueing of the middle position
did not bias the visual Ternus apparent-motion percept towards
‘element motion’; rather, it shifted it towards ‘group motion’. By
contrast, synchronous visual cueing had no influence on tactile
Ternus apparent motion. There are several possible explanations for this dissociation. First, the sense of touch has high
temporal resolution. It may thus ‘freeze’ the visual stimuli that
occur synchronized with the tactile stimuli and thus promote
segregation of two temporally proximate visual stimuli. A
previous study (Vroomen and de Gelder, 2004) showed that an
abrupt sound can ‘freeze’ the synchronous visual display and
enhance the detectability of visual stimuli; perceptually, the
display appears brighter or to be shown for a longer period of
time. There is also evidence that temporally proximate tactile
stimuli improve visual temporal discrimination (Keetels and
Vroomen, 2008); and tactile intervals are perceived as longer
than physically equivalent visual intervals (van Erp and
Werkhoven, 2004). Accordingly, the longer (perceived) interval
between the two tactile stimuli may have ‘captured’ the shorter
visual interval, which in turn may have biased the visual Ternus
apparent-motion percept towards ‘group motion’. (Recall that

reports of ‘group motion’ percepts are increased at longer SOAs,
Ternus, 1926). Second, the sense of touch monitors biologically
vital features of the environment by means of direct contact,
and may therefore capture attention more readily than other,
more ‘remote’ senses such as vision (Gallace and Spence, 2008;
Spence, 2002; Spence et al., 2001). In an event-related functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study, Macaluso et al. (2000)
applied concurrent tactile stimulation to the right hand (in half
of the trials) while presenting a visual stimulus in either the left
or the right hemifield. They found that tactile input to the
somatosensory cortex can enhance activity in visual cortex
within hMT/V5 via (back-) projections through association
regions in the intraparietal sulcus, such as the ventral intraparietal (VIP) area. Another neuroimaging study has shown that
tactile motion, even in the absence of visual stimuli, can activate
hMT/V5 (Hagen et al., 2002), a brain area known to be specialized
for visual motion processing (Maunsell and Van Essen, 1983a,b;
Zeki, 1974). Such cortical connections could provide a neural
mechanism by which synchronous tactile stimuli might
influence visual motion perception. Applied to our experimental
setting, with synchronous visual-tactile stimuli, the tactile
stimuli may have captured attention (rather than the visual
stimuli) and imposed a temporal segregation of the two visual
frames, which in turn led to a shift of the visual Ternus
apparent-motion percept towards ‘group motion’.1 By contrast,
in the tactile apparent-motion experiment (Experiment 5), due
to tactile taps being highly salient (indentations), attention may
be allocated mostly to the (on-body) touch stimuli. Thus,
synchronous visual stimuli would have received less attention,
diminishing their influence on tactile-motion perception.
Unlike the intramodal conditions, crossmodal precueing
with short or intermediate (rhythmic condition) CTOAs did
not change the perception of Ternus apparent motion in either
the visual or the tactile modality. The failure to find such an
influence may relate to intermodal temporal grouping of the
middle stimuli being weak compared to unimodal temporal
grouping. A previous study of intermodal spatial–temporal
grouping failed to demonstrate any apparent motion between
a visual and an auditory stimulus (Allen and Kolers, 1981). In
our experimental setting, presenting tactile and visual stimuli
twice separately in the middle position may not have yielded a
uniform repeating sequence even when the CTOA was short,
but rather two independent tactile and, respectively, visual
events. However, this was different with intramodal configurations, where the quadrupled middle stimulus at short
intervals enhances the flashing (vibrating) impression. Although intermodal temporal grouping was weak, a crossmodal cueing effect may emerge when cue and target are
separated in an appropriate temporal range. Thus, with a
CTOA of 530 ms, crossmodal precues were found to bias

1

The two aspects discussed here are not necessarily mutually
exclusive. Due to its higher temporal resolution, the tactile
interval between successive stimuli will capture the visual
interval (according to the ‘assumption of unity’; Welch and
Warren, 1986). As the tactile interval is relatively longer perceptually (e.g., van Erp and Werkhoven, 2004), it moves apart the two
(temporally captured) visual Ternus frames. And interval capture
may be enhanced by the greater power of tactile stimuli to attract
attention.
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Ternus apparent motion towards ‘group motion’. This is
contrast to previous studies of motion direction capture,
where dynamic-capture effects were diminished when the
apparent motion in the distractor modality was presented
500 ms prior to the apparent motion in the target modality
(Soto-Faraco et al., 2002, 2004a,b). The absence of a capture
effect for the distractor-target asynchrony condition in crossmodal dynamic-capture studies may relate to the specific task
used, namely, judgment of motion direction. When distractor
motion is presented separately from target motion, observers
can resolve the motion direction easily and efficiently.
By contrast, in the present study, we examined the
sensation of movement, which can be influenced by both
attention and spatial–temporal configuration. Crossmodalattention studies have shown that precueing in one modality can improve the perceptibility of stimuli presented in
another modality at the same or nearby locations (Macaluso
et al., 2000; McDonald et al., 2000; Spence and Driver, 1996).
In a unimodal apparent-motion study, attention was also
found to have an influence on visual persistence, duration,
and consequently the perception of apparent motion (Yeshurun and Levy, 2003). Under conditions of intra- and
crossmodal precueing with a long CTOA (of 530 ms),
attention would have mostly been attracted to the location
where an apparent-motion stimulus was presented subsequently. Thus, the separation between the first and the
second Ternus frame may have been enhanced perceptually
(i.e., spatial grouping of the two dots within one frame was
dominant) and, as a result, the motion percept would have
been biased towards ‘group motion’ in three out of four
cases (see Table 2, long-CTOA conditions). With long CTOAs,
the fact that the precueing effect was non-significant in
unimodal visual Ternus apparent motion may be due to an
increasing attentional effect (favoring ‘group motion’) and a
decreasing temporal grouping effect (favoring ‘element
motion’) cancelling each other. Note that such a cancellation
might also be at work in unimodal tactile apparent motion,
but due to the high temporal resolution of tactile modality,
such cancellation may shift earlier to the intermediate
CTOAs.
It is worth noting that crossmodal tactile cueing enhanced visual apparent-motion discrimination (indicated by
JNDs) in general, while crossmodal visual cueing did not
influence the discrimination sensitivity (see Tables 1 and 2).
This may be due to the relative reliability of the two
modalities involved. In a classical ventriloquism study
(Alais and Burr, 2004), the ventriloquism effect was found
to depend on the variability of both auditory and visual
stimuli. With normal clear visual and auditory stimuli, Alais
and Burr found a classical effect of visual dominance.
However, when they severely blurred the visual stimuli,
the reverse pattern, capture of visual by the auditory stimuli,
was found. In one of our recent studies (Shi et al., 2010), we
examined the temporal ventriloquism effect in audiovisual
Ternus apparent motion by manipulating the temporal
difference between auditory and visual stimuli. We found
the auditory modality, with its high temporal resolution, to
be less variable in temporal perception — thus, the auditory
interval captured the visual interval, thereby influencing the
visual apparent motion. The higher temporal resolution of
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the tactile, compared to the visual, modality may have had a
similar effect in the present study, that is, tactile cueing may
reduce the variability of discriminating of visual apparent
motion (i.e., the JNDs).
In summary, the findings of the current study suggest
that the effects of intra- and crossmodal temporal grouping
within and between the visual and tactile modalities on
Ternus apparent motion are subject to the temporal
properties of and the relative attentional priorities assigned
to the two sensory systems. Temporal grouping and
attentional allocation together influence apparent motion
within a given modality (though in different temporal ranges
in the tactile and visual modalities). On-body touch may
modulate subjective (temporal) intervals in the visual
modality, while also efficiently attracting attention towards
the stimulated location. Given that subjective intervals and
attentional allocation depend more strongly on tactile,
rather than visual, stimulation, there would be asymmetric
influences on crossmodal Ternus apparent motion when
both stimuli are presented synchronously. Furthermore,
attention induced by (crossmodal) precueing may enhance
the perceptual sensitivity at the cued location (McDonald et
al., 2000), thus influencing the subsequent Ternus apparentmotion perception.

4.

Experimental procedures

4.1.

Participants

In each experiment, thirteen naïve observers were enrolled
for payment: mean age 24 (9 females), 22 (7 females), 22.4 (7
females), 23.5 (9 females), 23.3 (5 females), and 22.5 (8
females) for Experiments 1 to 6 respectively. All had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision and none of them reported
any history of somatosensory disorders. They all gave
informed consent prior to the experiment. The experiments
were conducted in accordance with the guidelines of the
LMU Department of Psychology ethics committee.

4.2.

Stimuli and apparatus

Visual stimuli were generated using three green LEDs which
were arranged horizontally on a sponge with an inter-LED
distance of 2 cm. The tactile stimuli were produced using
solenoid actuators with embedded cylinder metal tips which
would tap the fingers to induce indentation taps when the
solenoid coils were magnetized (Heijo Box, Heijo Research
Electronics, UK). The maximum contact area is about 4 mm2
and the maximum output is 3.06 W. The three solenoids
were embedded near the three LEDs in the same sponge, so
that the three visual and the three tactile stimuli were
effectively collocated (Fig. 5). The LEDs and tactile solenoids
were controlled by the trigging signals from the parallel port
of a PC (HP AMD Athlon 64 Dual-Core Processor, Radeon 1700
FSC graphics card). The ON- (luminance of 90 cd/m2) and
OFF-states of the LEDs and the tactile taps were controlled
by a Matlab program using the Psychophysics Toolbox
(Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). The duration of each ON-state
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Fig. 5 – Schematic diagram of the experimental setup.
Observers were asked to touch three solenoids (indicated by
the rings in the figure) with three left-hand (ring, middle, and
index) finger tips. Three LEDs were near finger tips.

was 30 ms for the LED and 5 ms for the tactile (tap) stimuli.2
The testing cabin was dimly lit, with an average ambient
luminance of 0.09 cd/m2.

4.3.

condition without precue, only the standard visual Ternus
frames were presented, with the same stimulus durations
and SOA settings as in the precue condition. In the session
with tactile Ternus configurations, the stimuli were tactile
taps instead of the LED flashes. All other details (such as the
SOA and CTOA settings etc.) were the same as in the visual
Ternus apparent-motion task. For the tactile stimulation,
participants had to place the tip of their left-hand ring,
middle, and, respectively, index finger on the three
corresponding solenoid actuators. In both (task) sessions,
choice responses were collected via right-hand mouse
button presses: participants pressed the left button for
element motion and the right button for group motion.
The inter-trial interval (ITI) varied randomly between 1200
and 1700 ms. In summary, Experiment 1 consisted of two
sub-experiments, each implementing a full-factorial withinsubjects design, with 2 (with/without) cue conditions × 7
SOAs. Each condition was repeated 24 times, with counterbalanced directions of motion.

Experiments and tasks

4.3.1. Experiment 1 — Intra-modal rhythmic precue with
covaried CTOA
Experiment 1 consisted of two sub-experiments, one dedicated to the visual and the other to the tactile Ternus
apparent-motion task (with task order counter-balanced
across participants). Prior to the experiment, participants
were shown demos of ‘element motion’ (with an 80-ms SOA
between the two Ternus frames) and ‘group motion’ (260-ms
SOA) in visual and tactile Ternus displays, respectively, and
they performed a block of trials to become familiar with
these two alternative percepts.
In each (visual or tactile) Ternus apparent-motion task,
there were two conditions: one with and one without
precue. In the visual Ternus apparent-motion condition, a
trial started with a beep, followed by a random blank
interval of 300 to 500 ms. In the precue condition, the
stimulus sequence was as follows (see Fig. 2a): the middle
LED was briefly illuminated twice, each time for 30 ms. The
SOA between the two precue stimuli was randomly selected
from seven different lengths equally spaced between 80 and
260 ms. Then after a CTOA of the same length as the SOA,
the first and second visual frames of the Ternus display
were turned on for 30 ms, one after the other with the same
SOA. Finally, after a duration of 600 ms, participants were
prompted by a ‘beep’ to make a two alternative forcedchoice (2AFC) judgment indicating whether they had perceived ‘element motion’ or ‘group motion’. Note that, in this
condition, the SOA and CTOA were the same. In the baseline

4.3.2. Experiment 2 — Intra-modal precue with fixed short
and long CTOAs
Experiment 2 used the same settings as in Experiment 1,
except that two new CTOA conditions were introduced. In
contrast to the covaried CTOAs in Experiment 1 (where the
CTOA was the same as the SOAs between the two precue
stimuli and the two Ternus frames), the CTOAs were fixed at
either 170 ms (short CTOA) or 530 ms (long CTOA), with
precue–precue SOAs and the Turnus frame–Turnus frame
SOAs varying in the same way as in Experiment 1.

4.3.3. Experiment 3 — Effects of tactile advance and
synchronous cues on visual Ternus apparent motion
To examine the influence of tactile cue stimuli on visual
Ternus apparent motion, three different conditions were
introduced: (a) a baseline condition, in which the standard
visual Ternus display was presented without tactile taps; (b)
a tactile precue condition, in which the middle solenoid
tapped the middle finger twice prior to the presentation of
the standard visual Ternus display (covaried CTOA, see
Fig. 2A); and (c) a tactile synchronous condition, in which the
onsets of the two taps applied to the middle finger were
synchronized with the onsets of the two visual Ternus
frames (Fig. 2B). The SOA configuration and the sequence of
events on a trial were the same as in Experiment 1. And
again, participants were asked to make a 2AFC judgment on
the visual motion percept (‘element motion’ vs. ‘group
motion’). In summary, Experiment 2 implemented a fullfactorial within-subjects design, with 3 conditions × 7 SOAs;
each condition was repeated 24 times, with counter-balanced directions of motion.

2

The solenoid uses pulse signal to push the central pin out,
hitting the skin surface. We conducted a pilot experiment to
compare the motion percepts of Ternus display produced by
pulse signal of 5 ms and 30 ms. Twelve observers participate in
the experiment for judging percepts of classical Ternus apparent
motion. The results indicated no difference on PSEs [t(11) = 0.61,
p = 0.56] and JNDs [t(11) = 0.048, p = 0.96]. In order to avoid overheating issue of solenoids, we used 5 ms ON-state in the formal
experiments.

4.3.4. Experiment 4 — Effects of tactile precues with fixed
short and long CTOAs on visual Ternus apparent motion
Experiment 4 introduced the same stimulus settings as in
Experiment 3, except that two precue conditions with fixed
CTOA (170 and, respectively, 530 ms) were used instead of
covaried CTOAs. A baseline condition was also included in
Experiment 4.
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4.3.5. Experiment 5 — Effects of visual advance and
synchronous cues on tactile Ternus apparent motion
The stimulus settings in Experiment 5 were the same as in
Experiment 2, except that the assignment of the cue and
target modalities was reversed. That is, the tactile modality
was the target modality in which the Ternus display was
presented, while the visual modality was the cue modality,
with visual precue and, respectively, synchronous-cue stimuli generated from the middle LED. Similar to Experiment 2,
there were three conditions: (a) baseline condition: tactile
Ternus apparent-motion display without visual events; (b)
‘synchronous’ condition: two middle LED flashes illuminated
synchronously with the onset of the first and the second
tactile frames; (c) visual precue condition: middle LED
flashed twice prior to the tactile Ternus apparent-motion
frames. The CTOA was covaried with the SOA of Ternus
display. The procedure was the same as in Experiment 2,
except that the task was changed to a 2AFC judgment on the
tactile apparent-motion percept (‘element motion’ vs. ‘group
motion’).

4.3.6. Experiment 6 — Effects of visual precues with fixed
short and long CTOAs on tactile Ternus apparent motion
Experiment 6 was analogous to Experiment 4, with the
assignments of target and cue modality reversed.
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